
COMP 4161 S2/10
Advanced Topics in Software Verification

Assignment 3

This assignment starts on Thursday, 30.9.2010 and is due on Thursday,
14.10.2010, 23:59h. We will accept plain text files, PDF files, and Isabelle
theory files (.thy); submission instructions are posted on the website

http://www.cse.unsw.edu.au/

~

cs4161/assign.html

As usual, you may (and should) use helper lemmas to simplify your proofs.
You may also use any lemmas in theories imported by Main: the find theo-

rems command helps find such lemmas. Finally, all work must be your own:
read the plagiarism policy linked from the course outline if you are unsure
as to what constitutes plagiarism.

1 Greatest Common Divisor (30 marks)

(a) For the definition of gcd (greatest common divisor/denominator) from
the lecture:

gcd x 0 = x

gcd 0 y = y

gcd (Suc x) (Suc y) = (if x < y then gcd (Suc x) (y - x)

else gcd (x - y) (Suc y))

prove that the gcd divides both its arguments:
gcd a b dvd b ^ gcd a b dvd a

Use the theorem finder in Isabelle to find definition and rules for dvd.
Occasionally useful rules are mod if, dvd mod iff, and algebra simps.

(b) For the standard Euclidean algorithm

gcd2 x 0 = x

gcd2 x y = gcd2 y (x mod y)

prove that it is equivalent to the other algorithm and that it returns
the greatest divisor:

gcd2 a b = gcd a b

[| z dvd a; z dvd b |] ==> z dvd (gcd a b)

(c) Calculate the gcd of 9 and 12 in Isabelle.

(d) Calculate the gcd of 139328 and 1262968 in Isabelle.

2 Search Trees (70 marks)

Binary search trees are a collection data structure that makes it easy and
fast to decide whether an element is in the collection or not. For this part of
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